Let's get started the DX with natural language processing

AI and GUI application that can be easily used for the DX

Abstract
We propose Digital Transformation by GUI tool using natural language processing AI. While there are a wide variety of routine tasks dealing with text, this tool eliminates problems such as careless mistakes and human error. In addition, we will realise "Digital Transformation" such as reducing boring tasks and improving productivity.

Features
- A GUI Application of 3 AIs: Classification, Sequence Labeling and Entity extraction
- Lightweight and fast AI and High-performance AI powered by GPUs are available

Application Scenarios
- Tasks dealing with text, such as writing daily reports and masking personal information
- Work automation on a low-performance PC based on lightweight AI and low resources usage

Roadmaps
- We will develop AI such as document classification which is high demand. We also aim to build the UI easy-to-use by adding tuning interface so that even non-engineers can tune AI models.
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